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Objective: Blog Post about the top 10 shows to stream on Netflix now 

  

Metadescription: Netflix Streaming service has all the latest films and shows. Plus, original 

Netflix films. Check out the top 10 shows to binge on right now! 

  

  

             

The Ultimate Guide to The Top Netflix Films And Shows 

  

Are you looking for something to watch besides the new GoT prequel? Check out 

these top 10 shows streaming on Netflix instead. 

  

  

  

1.    The Sandman 

  

Be transported into Dreamland with Netflix streaming's most recent hit. If 

you haven’t been sleeping well lately, it's because The Sandman AKA 

Dream has been held prisoner for more than a century. Take the journey 

with him as he travels through time and space to fix the chaos that has 

happened while he has been gone.  

   

2.    Never Have I Ever S3 

  

Never I have ever missed an episode of this! If you haven’t watched S1 and 

S2 yet, I highly recommend you catch up before starting S3. You won't 

regret it. It’s a fresh take on a coming-of-age story. It’s sweet, smart, and 

witty. If you want a show that feels like a big warm hug, don’t skip this  

comedy series.  

  

3.    Virgin River 

  

This show is a soap opera, for people who hate soap operas. Netflix 

streaming’s popular drama is shamelessly cheesy and isn’t scared to admit 



Strap in, because I can guarantee that you will want to binge the entire 

season in one sitting.   
  

4.    Echoes 

  

Do you like drama? Not worried about finishing a whole season in one 

sitting? Then the newest thriller to hit Netflix is just for you. It’s an eerie, 

twisted story about a set of twins. One goes missing and nothing is what it 

seems.   

  

5.    Manifest 

  

A plane carrying passengers and crew suddenly reappears after being 

missing for five years. Intriguing right? Where have they been? How did 

they get back? Fasten your seatbelts and store your tray tables, because it's 

about to be a bumpy ride.   

  

6.    Selling the O.C. 

  

Netflix has a new listing and it’s Selling the O.C.  An elite set of real estate 

agents battle it out for the top listings in one of the most affluent 

neighborhoods in the United States. But don’t worry, it's more reality than 

realty. And 100% binge-worthy. 

   

7.    The Partner Track 

  

The perfect example of a guilty pleasure. The Partner track is a new take on 

a law drama. Yes, there are plenty of depositions and lover’s spats, but it 

also touches on relevant workplace dynamics and working in the corporate 

world. Don’t object until you check it out. 

  

  

 

 

 



8.    Devil in Ohio  

  

Calling all lovers of true- crime and mystery dramas! This is for you. A 

scary eight-part series, about a young girl who escapes a dangerous cult. 

This is an easy binge-able show for the fans of this genre. But even if you’re 

not, try it anyways. Just leave the lights on.   

  

9.    MO 

  

The series is loosely based on the main character's own life. As a Palestinian 

refugee living in Houston, Texas. Filled with love, humanity, and humor, 

this new series is sure to touch your funny bone and pull at your heartstrings. 

A breath of fresh air on a take of a refugee experience handled in a heartfelt 

way.  

 

10. I Survived a Crime 

  

A thief with a knife. A grandmother fighting off carjackers. Held at gunpoint 

in a taxi. Recount how victims become survivors. This docuseries brings the 

stories of people falling victim to sudden crimes and living to tell you their 

stories. 

  

  

  

Which of these 10 shows streaming on Netflix is about to be your new 

favorite one?  

  

  

  
  

 


